DRESS AND UNDRESS IN HERODOTUS’ HISTORIES
Carmen Soares

In this paper I will focus on how Herodotus uses the literary elements

of “dressing” (in a particular way) and “undressing” (nudity) to interweave the
themes of love, power, death, and gender identity in several of his emblematic
short stories. In particular I will study the tales of Gyges and Candaules of
Lydia (1.8–12) and that of Xerxes and Masistes of Persia (9.108–113), which
are placed, respectively, at the beginning and the end of the Histories. I will then
turn my attention to the story of Periander and Melissa (5.92h), which comes
precisely in the middle, and the episode of the massacre of Dareios’ ambassadors
in Book 5 (18–20). In all these episodes, “dressing” or “undressing” play pivotal
roles.
i.
Whether intentional or not, the telling of two short stories with a similar
theme at the beginning and at the end of the Histories is an important element
that contributes to the cohesion of Herodotus’ vast work.1 Specifically I am
referring to the tales of Gyges and Candaules of Lydia (1.8–12) and that of
Xerxes and Masistes of Persia (9.108–113). Both these tales hinge on the
actions of a monarch who, driven by passion, commits acts of arrogance (hybris)
violating socially accepted norms of behaviour. Acts of dressing and undressing
provide visible proof of royal misconduct, leading to the shaming of a queen,
who then punishes with death the real or imagined transgressor against her
honour. As a consequence, elements of the monarch’s private life are proven to
have public and political implications.
In the prologue (1.1–5) we are told how one or more women are responsible
(at’a) for the hostility between Greeks and barbarians (i.e., between Asia and
Europe; cf. 1.4.4) and how they are also the source of the misfortune brought
1
Waters (1971: 82–85), constrained by the theory that no dramatic purposes were contemplated
in Herodotus’ narrative choices, refuses to recognize the similarities between the two tales; contra
Wolff (1964), who first identified a narrative correspondence between the two stories. As this
article shows, I follow Wolff in recognizing the unity of the Histories through the thematic and
literary parallels of these two narratives. On the subject of the thematic unity of the episodes in
question, see Herington 1991: 152–153; Blok 2002: 230–233; Desmond 2004: 31–40; Griffin
2007: 50. Griffiths (2007: 141), calls them “twin tales.” For a detailed analysis of Xerxes’ love
episodes and Masistes’ death, see Flower and Marincola 2002: 291–300. To better appreciate the
issues that the definition of a “short story” entails, as well as the fundamental questions necessary
to the understanding of their role in Herodotus’ Histories, see Gray 2002 and Griffiths 2007.
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upon the Lydian king and the house of Xerxes’ brother. Inflamed with love—
Candaules for his wife (1.8.1), Xerxes first for his sister-in-law and then for
his daughter-in-law, Masistes’ daughter (9.108.1–2)—both barbarian monarchs
are guilty of committing illegitimate (Änomoi, 1.8.4), monstrous (dein—n), and
unfair (ún‡rsion, 9.110.3) acts, or of urging others to commit them. Those
who exceed the limits of what is considered reasonable commit the sin of hybris,
and therefore, like tragic heroes, deserve to fall, according to the principle of
retribution. This principle dictates that the offender incur the ultimate punishment of death for his criminal behaviour.
Readers of the Histories, however, are also informed from the beginning of
Book 1 that not all hybristai are caught in the web of this archaic principle of
justice: human interpretation also comes into play. That is, the severity of justice
depends on the interpretation that individuals apply to the crime in question, the
social and political power they have at their disposal to mete out punishment,
and the rewards that the application of justice would bring to them.
In the story of Candaules’ wife (1.8–12), the queen’s honour is tainted when
Candaules convinces his bodyguard, Gyges, to view with his own eyes the source
of the king’s pride: his possession of the most beautiful of all women.2 To
show the nudity of one’s wife to another man was considered by all barbarian
peoples an act of anomia (lawless conduct), making the theme of undressing
essential to the unfolding of the story. Candaules’ guilt (as the instigator of the
crime) and that of Gyges (as its agent) are rooted in the barbarian taboo against
both men and women “being seen naked” (¥fy÷nai gumn—n, 1.10.3). In the
scene, the bodyguard shows his awareness of this taboo by initially resisting his
monarch’s request. He states that “the moment a woman takes off her clothes
she also removes her modesty” (§ma d kiy™ni sunekduomn~ \kdœetai ka“
t|n ad™ gun}, 1.8.3)3 and that, according to one of the “good principles” (tˆ
kal‡) inherited from the past, one “should only look at what was one’s own”
(skopein tinˆ tˆ °vutoā, 1.8.4). A woman’s nakedness should only be seen
by her husband.
The conclusion of this story, however, shows that the application of justice
has a certain degree of flexibility. As a principle of honour it depends on the
social context: it is the result of public opinion regarding individual behaviour.
The act of spying would not have been a crime had the queen not realized
2
The frequency of verbs signifying “to look”: if the verb ye‡omai is used, as Long (1987: 31)
notes, it denotes the act of looking, understood as an offence (1.8.2, 1.9.2, 1.10.1, 1.11.3), while
verbs such as `r‡v (¥fye”sai, 1.9.1; »cesyai, 1.9.3; ¥fy÷na, 1.10.3; \por, 1.10.2; ºra, 1.11.1
and 4; æd+w, 1.11.2) and skopv (1.8.4) have a more neutral meaning. Travis (2000) compares the
structure of Herodotus’ version of Gyges’ tale to the tragic version found in the papyrus fragment of
a “Gyges Tragedy” (P. Oxy 2382). Such a distinction is based on the role that the act of looking has
in the historian’s text. See Anhalt 2008 for the persuasive power of visual evidence in Herodotus.
3
The translations I am using are my own.
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that someone saw her when she was naked (oáte Ádoje maye”n, 1.10.2), but
once she did, it became necessary for her to eliminate the risk to her reputation
that the public revelation of this offence would have caused. Thus, the driving
force behind the queen’s behaviour is not passion, as it was in the case of her
husband, but rather the wish to retain her position. She offers Gyges two
options: murder the king and take his place, thus mitigating the charge of
anomia by possessing the queen himself, or die, and thus cease posing a threat
to the queen’s reputation. In conclusion, although according to the barbarian
nomos two people are guilty of violating the taboo of nudity (the one who plots it
and the one who executes it), we see that only one of them pays for the offence
with his life.
The same logic of forgiveness granted only to one of the offenders recurs in
the bloody tale of Xerxes’ love life. Here also we have a queen who feels she has
been socially wounded, this time when her suspicions regarding her husband’s
adultery with her daughter-in-law are proven true and the transgression becomes
publicly known. In this case the truth came to light (ún‡pusta g’netai, 9.109.1)
is through a piece of clothing: a remarkable cloak (f‰row) of great length and
diverse colours, woven by the queen herself. This allusion to a festive costume
is contrary to the episode in Book 1 where references are made to garments of
daily use, such as the traditional tunic (xitQn, 1.8.3) over which the woman
placed an outer garment (´m‡tia, 1.9.2; e¨mata, 1.10.1).4 The importance
conferred on a piece of lavishly embellished clothing is here reflected in the
emotions of the wearer. Both Xerxes, to whom the pharos was first offered,
and his lover, to whom by his own promise he was compelled to offer it as a
gift,5 manifest either feelings of pride or happiness (9.109). For the monarch
the pleasure was mostly internal (cf. the use of the past perfect tense of ³dv:
=sye’w, 9.109.1 and 2); in Artaÿnte’s case, ownership of the pharos produces
extreme happiness (perixar}w), externalised through a desire to flaunt the gift
she received (úg‡lleto, 9.109.3).
One wonders about the response of Herodotus’ Greek audience to the tale
of a barbarian king given a large, multi-coloured, and patterned (poik’lon)6
cloak. Despite the changes in antique dress codes since Homeric times,7 highquality home-produced cloth was seen as a significant status symbol.8 Clothing
made from heavy, patterned fabric constituted a mark of social prestige, not only
4

It must be noted that any of these three names can be associated with the generic meaning
of “cloth,” which I think is the one that Herodotus has in mind in this particular context. On the
importance of the different garments mentioned in the text, see Cleland, Davies, and LlewellynJones 2007: s.v. chiton, heima, himation, and pharos.
5
For the motif of the “fatal promise,” cf. the episode of Ariston (6.62).
6
For the meaning of poik’low, see Wagner-Hasel 2002: 22–25.
7
For a synthesis of the transformations the Greek dress code suffered from Homeric times to
the classical period, see van Wees 2010.
8
In Attic drama clothing acts as a mark of recognition (Wagner-Hasel 2002: 25).
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because its manufacture demanded a great deal of labour, but also because its
weight caused a constriction of movement in the wearer, producing a solemn
effect. By giving her husband a cloak of exceptional beauty and richness, the
Persian queen recalled two of the most famous Greek queens of the heroic past,
Penelope and Helen, both known for their skill as weavers.9 The bloody and
vengeful profile of Amestris, however, would have clearly set her apart.
While both stories focus on punishment through death for a criminal offense
inflicted on the honour of a barbarian queen, the Persian Amestris, unlike the
queen of Lydia, punishes an innocent victim.10 The principle that she uses to
define the perpetrator is, however, similar to the one used by Candaules’ wife:
the offender is the one who engenders the offense, not his agent. Since she
suspects the involvement of her sister-in-law in her husband’s romantic liaison
with his daughter-in-law, the punishment falls on the lover’s mother, not on the
lover herself. Once again the political repercussions of an act of a personal nature
stand out. Upon seeing the brutality of his wife’s punishment (her breasts, nose,
ears, lips, and tongue had been severed with a knife, 9.112), the king’s brother
Masistes immediately starts plotting an uprising in Bactria, the province he rules.
This in turn prompts Xerxes to capture and murder his brother, his nephews,
and their respective armies (9.113).11 Although Herodotus does not explicitly
mention it in the sentence that concludes the tale of the conspiracy arising in
the Persian palace, the theme of personal acts having a political dimension forms
one of the key pillars unifying his work.12
As we have just seen, the symmetry between these two dramatic logoi does
not lie solely in the convergence of the themes. At the literary level, the repeated
use of key words and sentences also helps to draw parallels between these two
episodes bookending the Histories, forming, in Immerwahr’s (1956–57: 313)
formulation, a “skeleton structure” for the work. The predestination of misfortune and the inevitability of destiny (as woven by the Fates) inform both
episodes.13 Herodotus uses a selection of similar concepts to signal the presence
of Necessity, first in the episode of Candaules and later in that of Artaÿnte:14
9
For Helen as weaver, see Hom. Od. 15.104–102, 2.339, 21.51–52, Il. 6.288–290; for Penelope,
Hom. Od. 2.106–109, 24.141–145.
10
See Flory (1987: 41–47) for the motif of the “intelligent and vengeful woman,” for example,
Tomyris, Nitocris, and Pheretime; cf. Albaladejo Vivero 2007; Flower 2007: 283–284.
11
These “cleansings” aimed at annihilating an opponent and his natural supporters, his children,
form a true power statement of the barbarian kings; see, for example, Dareios against Intafernes
(3.119) and the Scythian king against the diviners (4.69).
12
Hdt. 9.113.2: katˆ mn t˜n Árvta t˜n Jrjev ka“ t˜n Mas’stev y‡naton tosaāta \gneto
(“such is the story of Xerxes’ love and Masistes’ death”). On the subject of the political interpretation
of the story of Masistes’ wife, see Dewald 1997: 68–70 and Chiasson 2003: 24. For an interpretation
identifying the special role that clothing assumes in this episode, see Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1983:
27–30.
13
Long (1987: 179) identifies similarities between the two episodes.
14
On the vocabulary of necessity in the Histories, see Munson 2001.
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xr÷n gˆr Kandaœl+ gensyai kak™w (“in fact there was a need for Candaules
to be led into misfortune,” 1.8.2); t_ d kak™w gˆr Ádee panoik’+ gensyai

(“in fact there was a need for her to be led into misfortune as well as all of her
family,” 9.109.2).
Further thematic convergence is produced by Herodotus’ recurring use of
words with the same root. These key words are:
a) “to need,” expressed through words formed by the roots de-, únagx-, and
xra-: an old precept dictates (de”) that each person should only look at
what was his (1.8.4); Gyges’ needs to either murder Candaules or lose his
own life (de”, 1.11.2, 1.11.3; únagka’+, 1.11.3; únagka’hn, únagk‡zeiw,
1.11.4; Ádee, 1.12.1);
b) “to offer” (d’dvmi): the Lydian queen offers (d’dvmi, 1.11.2) Gyges the choice
of two options and gives him (doāsa, 1.12.1) the dagger with which he will
kill her husband; Xerxes presents (dido”, 9.109.1) Artaÿnte with the cloak,
gives (doy÷nai, 9.110.2) the sister-in-law to his wife, and prompts himself
to give (d’dvmi, 9.111.2) to Masistes one of his daughters as his wife;
c) “to persuade” (pe’yv): Candaules wants to persuade (pe’yesyai, 1.8.2) Gyges
of his wife’s singular beauty; Gyges is persuaded (pe’yomai, 1.8.4; peiy—menow,
1.11.2); Gyges does not persuade (o[k . . . Ápeiye, 1.11.4) the queen to give
up the idea of inflicting punishment through death, the death of the king or
his own; Xerxes does not persuade (o[ . . . Ápeiye, 9.109.3) Artaÿnte to wish
for any gift other than the royal cloak;
d) “to understand/know” (many‡nv, puny‡nomai): men know (many‡nein,
1.8.4) the good principles they must follow; Candaules’ plan, in order to
be successful, depends on his wife’s being unaware (mhd maye”n, 1.9.1) that
she is being looked at naked by a man; she hides the knowledge (oáte Ádoje
maye”n, 1.10.3) of what her husband has done to her; Amestris gets to know
(puny‡netai, 9.110.1) that her daughter-in-law is the keeper of the royal
cloak, but that knowledge (mayoāsa, 9.110.1) elicits no resentment against
her; Xerxes withdraws the initial offer he made to Masistes of giving him his
daughter in marriage in order that he may learn (m‡y+w, 9.111.5) to accept
only what he is given; as soon as he gets to know (puy—menow, 9.113.2) his
brother’s subversive plans, Xerxes orders his execution;
e) “to fear” (fobomai, úrrvdv): Gyges’ subservient status explains his fear
(úrrvdvn, 1.9.1) of being harmed by either Candaules or his wife; the king
secures his collaboration by convincing him not to fear (m| fobeā, 1.9.1)
any harm from either side; Xerxes tries to dissuade his daughter-in-law from
coveting the royal cloak by trying to induce in her the fear (fobe—menow,
9.109.3) of a violent retaliation by his wife.
f) “harm” (kak—n): besides the harm caused by fatality to Candaules and the
household of Masistes (cf. above, 1.8.2 and 9.109.2), Gyges also feels threatened by any harm (t’ . . . kak—n, 1.9.1) that the sovereigns may cause him;
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Masistes, irked by the queen’s behaviour and the king’s collusion, decides
to cause the monarch, his own brother, great harm (poi}svn tˆ mgista
kak™n basila, 9.113.1);
g) “custom, law” (n—mow) vs. “lawlessness” (únom’a): to look at the queen naked
is an act that Gyges considers to be illicit (ún—mvn, 1.8.3) and one that the
victim herself considers equally as an act contrary to custom (poi}santa o[
nomiz—mena, 1.11.3); Xerxes accedes to his wife’s request by handing over
his sister-in-law to her, in concordance with the custom (¿p˜ toā n—mou,
9.111.1) that requires the king’s compliance with any request made to him
during the celebratory festivities on his birthday;
h) “to love” (\r‡v) or “love” (Árvw): reference to Candaules’ passion for his wife
and that of Xerxes for other women respectively is made at the beginning of
each logos (Òr‡syh, \rasye’w, 1.8.1; ¾ra, 9.108.1), although in the latter,
the association of the verb “to love” with “to happen to” (tugx‡nv) reveals
the fatalistic dimension of that feeling (¾ra te ka“ \tœgxane, 1.8.2); in this
story the noun “love” is also the last word (9.113.3), conferring a cyclic effect
to the story and thus providing a sense of unity to its subject;
i) “to dress, to adorn (with clothes)” (forv, perib‡llomai) vs. “to undress,
take off (the clothes)” (\kdœomai, t’yhmi) / “naked” (gumn—w, gumn}): while
the intrigue initiated by Candaules emphasises the act of taking off clothes
(1.8.3, 1.9.2, 1.10.1) and the subject of nudity (1.8.2, 1.8.3, 1.10.3, 1.11.3,
1.11.5), the opposite happens in Xerxes’ fatal love story, where the focus lies
in the act of putting on clothes (9.109.1, 9.109.3). Note that the parallel
between the two logoi is only thematic, considering the fact that Herodotus
uses different specific terms for clothes and dressing in each scene.
The analysis of these two short stories demonstrates the strategic placement
by Herodotus of acts of dressing and undressing in the Histories. The story
of the Lydian queen at the beginning functions as a kind of incipit to the nine
books; the story of the Persian queen, near the end of the text, appears as a coda.
The author ties these episodes together through the use of the same patterns at
different moments in his work, allowing us to recognise their status as leitmotifs.
He further includes, in the exact middle of his work, an episode with a theme
similar to that of the opening and ending logoi analysed above.
ii.
The story of the Greek tyrant Periander is the story of a husband’s excessive
and improper love for his dead wife, Melissa. He violated social norms by having
sex with her corpse (5.92h3), then committed the additional transgression of
forcing all the Corinthian women and their female slaves to disrobe to appease
her ghost. In this he was following a command of the oracle of the dead, and
interpreting a lament by his wife’s ghost of being cold and naked as an order to
complete her funerary rites by burying her corpse with burnt clothes (t™n g‡r o´
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sugkatyace ´mat’vn . . . o[ katakauyntvn, 5.92h2). The act of collective

nudatio was intended to appease her anger and to persuade her to reveal the
location of hidden treasure buried by a friend. Here we see repeated both the
elements of undressing (forcing the Corinthian women to disrobe) and dressing
(providing clothes for a naked ghost).
A deeper understanding of the nudatio scene as described in 5.92h3 can
be reached if we consider that the story of Periander’s dead wife reproduces
leitmotifs also seen in the scenes of Candaules’ wife and Xerxes’ lover. Although
from a cultural perspective the present narrative unfolds within a Greek context,
in contrast to the barbarian royal households of Lydia and Persia, the behaviour
portrayed in the Periander episode reflects a similar set of values. The same
ethical values are at play, indicating a shared conclusion: indulging in excessive
behaviour which transgresses the established nomos (n—mon p‡ntvn basila,
3.38.3) is typical of tyrannical political rulers, Greek or barbarian.15 Candaules,
Xerxes, and Periander, despite their cultural differences, have very similar moral
and behavioural characteristics, and their stories as told by Herodotus share some
key narrative elements:
a) Periander becomes the author of an act of anomia by ordering that all the
women of the city, both free and slave, should be seen naked. This echoes
Candaules’ transgression in Book 1. The victims of the tyrant’s anomia are
women: Candaules’ wife has her nakedness exposed; Masistes’ wife and the
women of Corinth are used to correct a fault of their master.
b) The wife of the absolute ruler assumes the role of the “intelligent queen.” In
the story of Candaules’ wife, she knows that her nudity has been seen. Likewise, in the story of Xerxes, Amestris knows that her husband has been unfaithful. The ghost of Melissa is aware that her husband buried her with improper funeral rites and knows the location of hidden treasure that he wishes
to find. All three queens act on the knowledge they possess. Candaules’
wife has Gyges murder her husband; Amestris exacts revenge on Masistes’
wife; the ghost of Melissa forces her husband to correct his initial failure to
perform the proper funeral rites in order to reveal (through signs or words:
shmanein . . . katerein, 5.92h2) the knowledge she possesses.
c) A supernatural entity influences an individual’s impulse towards an act of
transgression: in the stories of the Lydian and Persian queens it was Necessity
who impelled both Gyges and Xerxes’ lover to act as they did, and in the
Greek tyrant’s story it is Melissa’s ghost (t˜ eædvlon t˜ Mell’shw, 5.92h4)
that performs this role.
15
For nomos as a principle of historical causality in Herodotus’ work, see Evans 1965. On the
meaning of the word and the development of the concept in classical Greece, see Ostwald 1969:
1–54 and de Romilly 1971: 51–71. Humphreys (1987) explores the concept of nomos specifically in
Herodotus’ work.
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d) There is an association between the tyrant and the indulgence of excessive passions. Periander “joined [his wife], when she was already a corpse”
(5.92h3),16 then violated social convention further by forcing the Corinthian
women to disrobe. Excessive pride caused Candaules to expose his own wife’s
nudity and Xerxes indulged in an orgy of killing in the aftermath of his adultery being discovered.
Herodotus puts Periander’s story into the mouth of Socles, the Corinthian
ambassador. In this speech we find his main motivation for telling the story
of the forced nudity of the Corinthian women and slaves: it functions as an
enlightening example of the despicable nature of tyranny.17 Herodotus already
reflected on this theme in Book 3 (80–83), where he has the Persian Otanes
identify three negative characteristics inherent to the despotic ruler: “excess”
(¹briw), “envy,” (fy—now), and “evil” (kak—thw, 3.80.3–4). As a result of these,
the most abominable crimes (tˆ mgista) become commonplace in the tyrant’s
behaviour. All these crimes—the subversion of traditional values (n—maia te
kinei p‡tria), the use of violence against women (bi‰tai guna”kaw), and
arbitrary murder (kte’nei te úkr’touw, 3.80.5)—are depicted in the story of
Periander and Melissa. The acts of anomia committed by the tyrant occur
in both the personal and the public sphere, with a clear chain of causation.
Periander’s crime against the modesty of the Corinthian women (the public
dimension of the transgression) was the only way the tyrant could resolve two
personal problems (appeasing his wife’s ghost and locating hidden treasure).
Gathered here are all the crimes attributed by Otanes to the prototype of the
tyrant, namely: violence against women (not only the Corinthian women but
also Melissa, with whom Periander had intercourse after her death, cf. 5.92h3),
as well as hybris and kakotes. The death of Melissa, although not narrated in
detail,18 can be seen to correspond to the abuse of power that leads to the
death without trial of one who has displeased the tyrannos, and Periander is
clearly motivated by greed in his consultation of the oracle of the dead (t˜
nekuomant}ion, 5.92h2) on the banks of the Acheron.19
I will now focus on the way in which the subject of clothing in the present
episode assumes the role of catalyst in the plot. As in the previous episodes,
a woman’s nudity (eånai gumn}, 5.92h2) is seen as an unacceptable situation.
16
On the subject of the Greek belief that the corpse possesses a miasma that pollutes those who
come in contact with it, see Garland 1985: 38–47.
17
Moles (2007: 256) also sees Socles’ reflections on tyranny as the expression of Herodotus’ opinion on this matter, despite not drawing a parallel with the words of the Corinthian and 3.80–83.
Many scholars have considered in detail the well-known “Persian Debate,” revealing the programmatic importance it has for the interpretation of Herodotus’ political narratives. See Lateiner 1984;
Rocha Pereira 1990; Pelling 2002; Soares 2014.
18
Cf. Diog. Laert. 1.94 with Gentili and Prato 2002: 20–21.
19
Cypselus, Periander’s father, also had a habit of greed, which he exhibited by stripping
Corinthian citizens of their possessions (5.93e2).
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The rectification of the original act of anomia committed by Periander—having
Melissa buried wearing unburnt and thus unsuitable clothes20—is accomplished
through a ritual which has features similar to the previous transgression. According to the message of the condemned ghost, if burnt clothes will end her
suffering in the grave, a living person will have to furnish her with clothes to
keep her covered and warm. As the wife of a ruler, her clothing and accessories
must match her social status,21 which is why Herodotus emphasizes that Periander demanded that all the Corinthian women “wear their best garments” (k—sm~
t! kall’st~ xreQmenai),22 as if they were dressing for a festive occasion (qw
\w `rt|n ¾isan, 5.92h3). The emphasis on the necessity of good clothing to fit
Melissa’s status constitutes another topos relating to dress, establishing a parallel
between this scene and the one of Artaÿnte’s wearing Xerxes’ beautiful cloak.
The scene of collective undressing also has an important feature in common
with the episode involving the nudatio of Candaules’ wife: the male voyeur.
Like the Lydian queen, the Corinthian women who were forced to take off
their clothes (úpdus sfeaw p‡saw `mo’vw, 5.92h3) in the presence of guards
were not supposed to be aware of them (hence the opinion that Periander
had them secretly placed there: ¿post}saw tow doruf—rouw). Although no
reference is made here to the shame felt by the women for being looked at
naked (contrary to the episode involving the Lydian queen), this is an anomia
that cannot be ignored in the analysis of the episode.23 Furthermore, unlike
Candaules’ wife, these women had no recourse to avenge their shame. Their
powerlessness in the face of the transgression committed against them might
have been the reason that made Herodotus choose their story to exemplify the
hideous nature of tyranny (cf. 5.92h4).
iii.
Returning to the theme of death caused by a transgression, I will now consider
the episode of the massacre of Dareios’ ambassadors to the palace of Amyntas in
Macedonia (5.18–20).24 In this episode, the young prince Alexander metes out a
punishment of death on the Persian ambassadors who had offended the rules of
hospitality by demanding the presence of Macedonian women at a banquet they
attended. Their intention was to have a good time with the women, even after
having been informed that local custom (nomos) demanded gender segregation
at the table. The old Macedonian king did not want to defy the conquerors’
authority and allowed the women of his house to join the guests. Alexander,
20

On Greek funerary legislation, see Garland 1989.
Cf. Diog. Laert. 1.96 with Gentili and Prato 2002: 21.
22
The Greek word k—smow is a complex term, meaning adornment, but also clothing and makeup and also the concepts of ornamentation and decoration (see Cleland, Davies, and Llewellyn-Jones
2007: s.v. kosmos).
23
Pellizer (1993: 808–811) has also drawn attention for the implicit presence of the motif of
asxœnh. On “shame,” see also Cairns 1993 and 1996; Burzachini 2001.
24
For a detailed analysis of this episode, see Fearn 2007.
21
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however, decided to avenge the anomia committed by the ambassadors, causing
them to be murdered by young men dressed up as girls.25 The killers displayed a
double identity as both men and as transvestites (i.e., men disguised as women),26
their disguise facilitated by a very specific physical trait: a youthful face, whose
lack of beard (Ändraw leiogene’ouw, 5.20.3) made it resemble a woman’s. Under
this illusory feminine appearance, the young men hid their true identity as men,
along with their daggers, which Herodotus’ readers would have immediately
recognized as a masculine attribute.
It is interesting to note that this association of weapons with clothing and
gender also appears elsewhere in the Histories. At 1.155, for instance, Croesus
recommends to Cyrus that to avoid a possible rebellion from the men of Sardis
he should “transform them from men to women” (guna”kaw únt'úndr™n »ceai
gegon—taw, 1.155.4) by making them dress as women while also denying them
the use of weapons. In the episode of the Scythians and the Amazons, the
Scythians have to uncover the corpses of the dead Amazons completely in order
to realize that they are women (4.111.1). The men of Sardis are made to dress
like women with the expectation that they will then act like women (and, in
consequence, lose their value as warriors); the Amazons adopt not only male
dress and accessories, but also behave like men (by hunting and fighting), and
are as a result mistaken for men by their enemies. Like the story of the murdered
Persian ambassadors, both these episodes involve a kind of transvestitism.
The story of the massacre of the Persian ambassadors shares structural themes
with the stories of Greek and barbarian kings and tyrants we discussed above:
a) anomia: as in the stories of the sovereigns guilty of committing acts of hybris,
the Persian ambassadors foolishly go against established local tradition, which
in this case prohibited men mixing with women during a banquet;27
b) punishment: since foreign nomoi deserve the same respect as those at home,28
the anomia of the Persians is punished by death;29
c) passion and death: the topos of the association between physical passion and
death reappears, although here desire is stimulated by excessive drinking.
The Persian ambassadors (like Periander with Melissa) wish to possess the
25
Herodotus here uses terms with the generic sense of “dress” or “clothing” (\sy}w, 5.20.3), but
he also specifically mentions that the clothes in question belong to women (t™n gunaik™n, 5.20.3).
26
Transvestitism played a part in several Greek rituals of initiation, i.e., rites of passage for boys
on the threshold of reaching adult male citizenship; see Leitão (1995), who underlines the Greek,
and also Aristotelian, idea that boys have “feminine” bodies, taking for feminine body a non-mature
male body (157).
27
In Fearn’s interpretation, the complexity of this episode does not allow us to ascertain if the
banquet was of Greek, Macedonian, or Persian nature. However, given the similarities between
that episode and the Greek custom of segregation between genders, we can call it a “nearly-Greek
banquet” (2007: 99).
28
In 3.38.1 Herodotus recognizes ethnic tolerance, i.e., the respect for the foreign nomoi (in
sacred matters as well as in all others), as an essential value in human nature.
29
Fearn (2007: 106) gives a number of reasons why the act of revenge against the ambassadors
was unjustified.
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bodies of the Macedonian women, but (like Candaules and Xerxes) they face
a cunning opponent who is able to carry out an unexpected plan of revenge
and murder;30
d) a metaphorical meaning assigned to the clothes being worn: at the fateful
Macedonian symposium, those entrusted with performing the act of punishment were ordered by Alexander to dress in women’s clothes (` &Aljandrow
. . . t_ t™n gunaik™n \sy÷ti skeu‡saw, 5.20.3)—“they were dressed to kill”
and they knew perfectly well their assigned roles. In the Xerxes story, on the
other hand, Artaÿnte, with her public display of the royal cloak, “was dressed
to die” and unaware that she was risking death (which she would have faced
if the vengeful Amestris had followed the logical course of punishing the
perpetrator—Artaÿnte—and not an innocent—Artaÿnte’s mother).
There is one significant difference, however, between the Macedonian tale and
the stories of Candaules and Xerxes. In the Macedonan tale the anomia is not
produced by an act of “dressing” or “undressing.” The chain of causation is
reversed: here the clothes are not associated with anomia but with the act of
revenge.
conclusion
As literary paradigms, the Lydian Candaules, the Persian Xerxes, the Corinthian Periander, and the murdered Persian ambassadors emphasize the important
role that both rules (nomoi) and the breaking of rules (anomia) play in the
construction of the moral framework of the Histories. Occurring at key moments
in the text—beginning, middle, and end—these stories using recurring leitmotifs
of dress and undress demonstrate to Herodotus’ audience that rules, human and
divine, about female nudity and notions of hospitality, must be obeyed, by
barbarians and Greeks alike.
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